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Media Release
RESISTING ARREST
Incident:

Resisting arrest, receiving stolen property, and traffic charges

Location:

5800 Blk Limoges Drive

Date & time:

09-14-2012 @ 6:22 P.M.

Case Number:

12-4819 and 12-4820

Details:
On 09-14-2012 around 6:20 P.M., a Deputy with the Boone County Sheriff's Department
observed a vehicle with a license violation. The Deputy attempted to catch up to the vehicle to
conduct a traffic stop. As the Deputy attempted to catch up to the vehicle, it picked up speed
and turned into the Woods Mill subdivision. The vehicle appeared to be taking evasive actions
to avoid the Deputy and two handguns were thrown from the vehicle. Shortly after, the
vehicle drove through one mailbox breaking the post in half and struck a second mailbox.
Three occupants of the vehicle exited and ran from the Deputy on foot. Multiple Deputies
responded to the area and located all three individuals. Two handguns were located, and one
of them had been reported stolen.
Deputies arrested the driver of the vehicle, 18-year-old Jamin Miller of Columbia, for:
Resisting Arrest, Careless and Imprudent Driving, Leaving the Scene of an Accident,
Operating a Motor Vehicle without a Drivers License, Failure to Provide Proof of Insurance,
Failure to Register a Motor Vehicle, and Operated a Motor Vehicle between April 1st and
November 1st with Studded Tires. Mr. Miller's total bond was $2344.00.
A passenger of the vehicle, 18-year-old Evan Tillman of Columbia, was arrested for:
Receiving Stolen Property, felony Resisting Arrest, and Littering. Mr. Tillman's total bond
was $9500.00.
A passenger of the vehicle, 17-year-old Khalil Brown of Kansas City , was arrested for:

Felony Resisting Arrest, an out of county warrant for Assault 1st degree, and Littering. Mr.
Brown's total bound was $5,000.00. The out of county warrant had no bond.
All suspects are considered innocent until proven guilty in a court of law

Jamin Miller

Evan Tillman
A photo for Mr. Brown was not available at the time of this press release.
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